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A: In a nut shell, this
tells you what kind

of scripting they are
doing. Some

organisations give
access to cron jobs,
some do not. With
security measures
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in place, you would
need the

organisation's
access rights to

make sure they can
access the script to

see what's being
called. 1. Field of
the Invention This

invention relates to
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a computer-
readable recording
medium that stores

a virtual storage
area managing
program and a

virtual storage area
managing method,

and more
specifically to a
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computer-readable
recording medium

that stores a virtual
storage area

managing program
and a virtual
storage area

managing method
suitable for

recording and
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processing a linear
unpack area, and a
virtual storage area
managing program

that a computer
executes to record

and process a linear
unpack area. 2.

Description of the
Related Art The ISA
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bus architecture for
a personal

computer is
standardized as

follows: 8 bytes of
memory address,

16 bytes of memory
data, and 8 bytes of

memory control
data. A memory
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address and a
memory data area
are configured as
one area for a real
main memory. On
the other hand, for

the purpose of
reducing the

installation area of a
main memory, a
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memory control
area is formed in a
sub memory. These

configuration are
performed by the

protection
technology. Further,
it is also possible to

store data other
than data that are
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required to be
preserved in a main

memory in a sub
memory. For
example, the

following type of
method is available:
for example, if two

or more areas in the
main memory are to
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be continuously
used in this order: a
protection area, and

a virtual storage
area that is called

“linear unpack
area”. In general, in
the sub memory, a
linear unpack area
is used as a region
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in which data that
are to be

continuously used
are stored, in an

area to be protected
as a protection

area, and a virtual
storage area is used
as a region where
data that are not
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required to be
preserved are

located (or
temporarily stored
when a real main

memory is replaced
with a backup

memory), in an area
to be protected as a
protection area. In
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the virtual storage
area, a page that is

used as a copy
source to be used
when a real main

memory is replaced
with a backup

memory is stored.
Also, if the page

that is used as the
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copy source is
accessed, the real
main memory is
replaced with a

backup memory.
When a linear
unpack area is

used, a replacement
to a backup

memory is avoided
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in page access and
access speed is

improved. In
c6a93da74d
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